1996 jeep grand cherokee starter

I've already replaced Crankshaft Sensor. Here is sequence of events. I filled with gas and drove
home 6. Didn't dive for a few weeks. Decided the weather was cool enough to replace drivers
door panel grommets because panel was falling off. Since I had door panel off I looked at non
working automatic door lock and disconnected it and used electronic cleaner and re-assembled
it. I didn't try to start for another couple weeks. I added oil, some dribbled down side of engine.
About an hour later I tried going somewhere and would not start. It cranks but wont start. The
dash gauge for Fuel and Battery don't do anything. Then low fuel light comes on. Also overhead
console only shows time and temp now. Plus the steering wheel is not locking. I don't hear fuel
pump power up. But maybe it is already pressurized, don't know. Crankshaft sensor is replaced
with one purchased at jeep dealership. Could the contacts gotten dirty when installing it? What
other things might keep it from starting. I switched relays around and checked fuses in engine
compartment. Any insight would be appreciated. It started right up. I hope this helps someone.
Decided the weather was cool enough to replace drivers doo I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee and
I replaced the starter about 6 months ago but now it's having the same problems it did before
which is a rough start with a rough idle following, sometimes not st I would like to know if the
parts on a " grand Cherokee limited with a v-8" don't know the size engine will interchange with
my grand Cherokee limited with a 5. Our fuel pump in our 93 Jeep Grand Cherokee 5. We have
fire and fuel but it still won't start. Replaced the ecm a few weeks ago due to First post here, I
thought I'd give it a shot to figure out my situation. I own a jeep grand Cherokee and at 30mph I
start to feel a vibration with steady pressure on the gas pedal. When i let I have a different car.
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put it in my car I did all the correct steps and electric cables and are in the right place but when I
connect the cables to the battery the car will try to turn itself on without me in the car. Is there
any ways to fix or look at stuff to fix this problem. Could it just be that they gave me a faulty
starter cuz it will still crank over. Or a bad solinoid? And also when it does crank it will make a
wierd noise! Thanks for the donation. Much appreciated Double check all the wiring is correct.
Especially the solonoid feed wire. Also you could have a faulty ignition switch? Raise and
support vehicle. Disconnect starter battery cable and solenoid feed wire. Remove starter from
flywheel housing. To install, reverse removal procedure. And the negitive cable is on the skinny
one and the positive on the bigger lug of the solanoid. Could a bad solanoid do this to a car
because it seems the curent goes right to the starter and doesnt wait for the ignition to turn but
wont crank unless I turn the key! Was this answer helpful? If you are sure the wiring is on
correctly.. Electrical problem Jeep Cherokee 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic hi my car broke
down for a while because of starter wouldnt crank over anymore so I went online and purchased
one from autozone. Do you. Was this answer. I thought that too but I still have to turn the key for
it too crank over. Ok somhow got it to work but now there is a grinding noise when I turn my car
on and smells bad so I shut it off imediatly what is this all about it is a brand new starter and all
bolts are tightend Was this answer. It sounds like the starter motor is staying engaged when
vehicle is running.. Please login or register to post a reply. Is My Problem Melted Wires?
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condition , I'll share some insights and tips, based from my actual experience, that will help you
narrow down your troubleshooting efforts. Before I jump into the specifics of what causes a no
start condition, I want to clarify the difference between two common terms you'll see and hear
as you diagnose the problem on your 4. Cranks But Does Not Start Condition: In this type of
condition, you turn the key and the engine in your Jeep cranks turns over but it doesn't start
run. The usual suspects, that can cause this type of problem, are a bad fuel pump, bad crank
sensor, bad ignition coil if your Jeep is distributor equipped , etc. Does Not Crank Condition:
Means that the engine is not cranking when you turn the key to crank the engine. In other
words, the engine doesn't turn over at all. This is usually due to a bad starter motor, bad
ignition switch, bad neutral safety switch, or the engine is locked up. If your 4. As I mentioned at
the beginning of this tutorial, a no start condition is caused by a lack of one of 3 basic things.
These three things are:. When your 4. It's as simple as this! I know, I know, I may be
over-simplifying it all but knowing that only one of three things is missing really helps to put the
problem into perspective! Also, knowing this means that when your Jeep doesn't want to start
More specifically, this means that troubleshooting the problem requires that you check and
confirm that:. OK, the list of possible things that can go wrong looks pretty long but it is rare to
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cool thing is, is that there is a diagnostic strategy that you can use to figure out exactly what's
wrong with your particular no-start problem. Let's find out more about it in the next subheading.
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